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Hon4D.C-.Gilman,

President Board of Trustees Slater fund,

5th. Ave.,- Hotel, Broadway,

New York,N.Y.

Dear Sir:-

It now seems that I will not be able to be present at the

session of the Board, to be held in New York on the 8th. inst. I have

made every effort to arrange my business so that I might be able t
o

meet my duties as a member of the Board and confer with you about th
e

very important matters to be considered,' bearing upon the report
 sub-

mitted by Mrs.Hopson and Mrs.Hopkins. My absence, under the circum-

stances, is a matter of special regret, and I beg to asure you 
and

the members of the Board that it is only interests of great 
concern

that prevent my attendance.

I have read the report in question with great interest,
 and I am

more than gratified to have the ladies make known to the Bo
ard the very

favorable conditions in which they found the negroes at t
he South. I

agree fully with the statement that " The negro problem, 
of which we

hear so much, does not seem so difficult to solve as the 
labor problem

of the North, complicated as it is by the mixture of races and reli-
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-gions." It is at least encouraging to know that " the Afro-AMerican

today, in the five Central Southern States, is not so degraded or

ignorant as were the French peasants before the Revolution of 1792.

While his poverty and ignorance are no greater, he is not unjustly

oppressed nor weighed down by taxation." The Board, I am sure, will

find great pleasure in this part of the report," as their constant en-

deavors for some years past have been given intelligently to the ele-

vation and advancement of the negro of the South.

If I remember correctly, the special object of the investigation

entrusted to the ladies by the Board was confined to inquiry about the

home life of these people, bearing especially upon the moral character

and virtuous living of the negro women of the South.

Upon page "3" of the report, I find the following statement:

" We found the desire for education anethe decencies of life"to be

intense,- and they make the greatest sacrifices and sieze every oppor-

tunity to obtain them." If we are to understand"the decencies of

life"to comprehend virtuous and correct living, it occurs to me that

the methods and plans heretofore pursued should be satisfactory, not

only to the Board, but to the ladies themselves; particularly when the

following statement appears further on in their report. " Where do we

find among the well-to-do working classes of the North,- to say nothing

of the poorest, such an effort to educatioR their children,? The

leaders of the race say " All we ask is time and a fair chance ",- and

judging their future by their past, since emancipation, we think they

are right." If it be true that all the negroes need, in their judg-
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-ment and the judgment of the ladies, themselves, is"time and a fair

chance; I am quite sure that they will have enough of the one, and

that the Loard and the people of the South will guarantee a sufficiency

of the other.

This much I have quoted from the report to emphasize the success-

ful work that has been accomplished thus far by the Board for the ad-

vancement and elevation of the negro race since their emancipation.

These conditions are attested not simply by the ladies, but by the

statement of Mr.Chavis,- as furnished them, to the effect that " of

the girls educated under his charge very few have gone astray." This

is confirmed by the further statements made by Mr. and Mrs. Satter-

field, who carefully follow the lives of their girls after they leave

their Institution.

It would seem to me, after the results of the investigation, as

quoted herein and as elaborated somewhat in the report, that it would

be wise for the Board to let well enough alone. I felt myself fully

authorized to support and encourage, on the part of the Board, such

investigation into the conditions we are considering as would advance,

if possible, more rapidly and even more satisfactorily the interests

we have at heart. I stated, therefore, in the presence of the Board

and to its members personally, that I Should be more than glad to co-

operate not only with the Board,- but with the ladies, themselves, in

their investigations, when they came to my State, earnestly anxious

that the purposes should be accomplished in the best way and in the
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shortest time possible. I do not think that the additional efforts

advised in the report will add one particle of good to the work the

Board is now doing. Matters are moving along nicely; the work is

being done systematically and in harmony all round. Great and wonder-

ful results have been already achieved. The people at the South are

thoroughly in sympathy with the elevation of the negroes in their sev-

eral communities. The negroes, themselves, are thoroughly alive to the

benefits to come to them through education, and they are being awakened

to the demands and importance of a better standard of home life. Al-

together, matters are in most desirable shape. To interfere just at

this point, with any questionable methods and plans, it really appears

to me would be attended with more danger than good. To speak more

definitely; I am positively opposed, first, to " the employment of

pious; intelligent women to travel through the rural districts and

start Mothers Meeting where the average, ignorant women, who cannot

now hope to receive an education, may be taught to keep a decent home

and elevate the moral standard of her humble life." To be plain, and

certainly not rude, I think that there is quite a good deal more of

sentiment in this suggestion than business or moral instruction. It

is certainly not practical, as the whole territory, if the work is

properly done, ought to be covered at once, and it would require more

such women as are described than the Board has the money or the au-

thority to employ. A better reason, however, is found in the letter

addressed to the lagieg and appended to their report. The criticism
-

I think a wise one: " It would be exceedingly difficult, in the
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present state of development among the colored people, to find a color-

ed woman of sufficient wisdom and executive ability to do it well, and

a white woman must have the wisdom of a serpent and the harmlessness

of a dove to carry herself toward negroes and whites as to escape se-

rious calumny on one or the other side."

If the part' signing this letter are correct in the opinion that

it would be a very difficult matter to find a suitable person, either

among the negroes or the whites, to be put at the head of such schools,

I am sure the difficulty would be greatly increased when we set about

finding the number necessary to cover the suggestions made in the re-

port.

Again, if it were possible, as I have already intimated,' I do not

believe such peripatetic achools necessary or desirable, as the report,

submitted by the ladies and herein already quoted, has shown to the

contrary. I beg again to say that I am candid in the belief that such

action on the part of the Board would be very unwise and hurtful.

Again, 'I do not believe the Board can undertake, as recommended

by the report, the establishment of hospitals, for no other purpose

than to give employment to trained negro nurses. The money expended

by the Board, in my judgment, should be directed to the education and

training of these people and not wasted in caring for them after they

have been put in position to take care of themselves. There should be

a time in their up-lifting at which they must be left to stand by

themselves; otherwise, the Board must undertake to carry them thr
ough

all their indolence and the misfortunes that would be 
consequent upon

their lack of self help.
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It is within my personal knowledge that the ladies were greatly

movedupon by what they found to be the unfortunate financial condi-

tions to which many negroes at the South have been brought. While

this matter is not referred to in their report, I have been led to

believe that in the diScussion of these general condition help would

eventually be sought for the relief of these people,who claim to be

suffering from oppressions, because of the straits to which they have

been brought by merciless and unfeeling Shylocks. While it is

certainly true that there are many negroes and many white people at

the South unfortunately situated,' it is equally true that many of both

races are largely responsible for the condition in which they find

themselves.

The following quotation from the report leads me to believe that

the ladies have not comprehended the true situation of conditions,

at lest in my State. Speaking of the people and politicians at the
1/14//-//4_( --r

South,," They charge the negro with being lazy. The increased agri-

cultural production since the war, which is the work of his hands,

proves the contrary. They call him improvident - his deposits in the

Savings Banks, his titles to land, and the taxes he pays contradict

that charge".

Without entering upon a discussion of these several points,: it

may be proper to quote further from the report, giving the opinion of

Mr.Chavis upon the character of pupils who attend his school. He

says: The girls and boys froit the country are more anxious to

learn, more studious, and they turn out better than thoSe from the

town; who are lazy, and always longing for diversion and fascinating 
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frivolities." The Board will certainly not undertake to pay the debts

of people who are known to belazy and always longing for diversion

and fascinating frivolities; nor do I think really we can find any

means for meeting these unfortunate conditions of these unfortunate

people except to make them self-helpful, and then give them all the

encouragement, and open up avenues for trade, occupation and living

that are known to civilization,- and to generous people.

These views I would very much prefer rd to have given to the Board

personally, but as I have already said, I am now apprehensiVe that it

will not be possible for me to be present. In the event the Board

desire at all to have an expression from me you are authorized to

read this communication in their presence.

Wishing for you the very best settlement of the matters that may

come before you for discussion and action, and again greatly regretting

that I am not able to be present, I am,

Truly, etc.,

1(C4 )/UY
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